Public Talk of Pujya Swamiji in Bangalore

The garden city of
Bangalore extended a
very warm, gracious &
respectful welcome to
Swami
Dayananda
Saraswati on the 20th of
December 2009.
Banners and festoons
informing one and all of
Swamiji’s talks in
Bangalore were seen at
all strategic places in the
city.
Swamiji delivered a series of lectures in
“Finding One’s Identity”. His lectures
unfolded the vision of Vedic scriptures that all that is here is the manifestation of
Ishwara, the Lord. Finding one’s identity is
to understand one’s culture and the vedic
vision.
The cold weather did not prove a deterrent
to the many, who eagerly participated in
the morning meditation session. The guided
mediation session helped one to discover
many roles that they play in their life, and
to be able to understand that they were not
the roles.
The first 6 chapters of the Bhagavad
Gita, translated by Swamini Sadavi
Varada Chaitanya in Kannada, was
released by Swamiji on the 20th of
December 2009.
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A special counter displayed books written
by Swami Dayananda Saraswati. It was well
received - in fact another stock had to be
brought from Chennai !!
Swamiji,s meeting
December. It was
younger generation
friend, philosopher

with YPO on 19th of
an eye opener to the
- a meeting with a true
and guide

The need of the hour is for every young
boy and girl to be a useful member of
society; to extend a caring hand to those in
need. SEVA - should be a way of life
AIM for Seva is an all India movement
which aims to transform and unite the
society with seva-meaning service. AIM for
seva is a bridge connecting the mainstream
of the society with the people living in
remote areas.
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